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Abstract

Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F = (In)n≥0 a filtration.
In this paper, we study the Gorenstein properties of the fiber cone F (F),
where F is a Hilbert filtration. Suppose that F (F) and G(F) are Cohen-
Macaulay. If in addition, the associated graded ring G(F) is Gorenstein;
similarly to the I-adic case, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion, in terms of lengths and minimal number of generators of ideals, for
Gorensteiness of the fiber cone. Moreover, we find a description of the
canonical module of F (F) and show that even in the Hilbert filtration
case, the multiplicity of the canonical module of the fiber cone is up-
per bounded by multiplicity of the canonical modules of the associated
graded ring.

Keywords: fiber cone, associated graded ring, good and Hilbert filtration,
reduction number

1 Introduction

Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and A ⊃ I ⊃ I2 ⊃ ... the adic-
filtration. Then we have important graded algebras such as R(I) := ⊕n≥0I

ntn,
the associated graded ring G(I) := ⊕n≥0I

n/In+1 and the fiber cone F (I) :=
⊕n≥0I

n/mIn = R(I)/mR(I). These algebras may be naturally generalized for
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the general filtration case of ideals, that is, F : A ⊃ I1 ⊃ I2 ⊃ ... . We may ask
when these algebras are Gorenstein or Cohen-Macaulay and other properties.
This answer is given in many papers ([14], [7], [16], [26], [17], [11], [12], [20]).
In [14], it is determined, under certain classes of ideals, the exponent n ≥ 0
such that R(In) and G(In) are Gorenstein. Goto and Nishida [7] investigate
the Cohen-Macaulay and Gorenstein properties of symbolic Rees algebras for
one-dimensional prime ideals in Cohen-Macaulay local rings, and then they
generalize to Rees algebras R(F) and graded rings G(F) associated to gen-
eral filtrations of ideals in arbitrary Noetherian local rings. Moreover, in [16],
Zarzuela and Hoa give some consequences which generalize well known results
in the I-adic case. For instance, they show that, under certain assumptions,
the Gorensteinness of R(F) implies the Gorensteinness of G(F). Trung, Viêt
and Zarzuela, in [26], extend the Ikeda’s result [17] to Rees algebra of filtra-
tions. In the article [11], Heinzer, Kim and Ulrich give a criterion, in terms
of ideals, for the Gorensteinness of G(I). Next they generalized this result for
Hilbert filtrations [12]. Jayanthan, Puthenpurakal and Verma, in [20], study
the Gorenstein property of F (I) of m-primary ideals and the ones of almost
minimal multiplicity.

In this article, we are interested on the Gorenstein property of the fiber cone
to filtration. In a recent article, for the I-adic case, Jayanthan and Nanduri
[19], find descriptions, in terms of ideals, for the canonical module of the fiber
cone. They also show that if both the associated graded ring and fiber cone
are Cohen-Macaulay, then the regularities of the their canonical modules are
equal. Furthermore, when F (I) is Cohen-Macaulay and G(I) is Gorenstein,
they give a criterion to say when the fiber cone is Gorenstein. The main goal
in this paper is to give an analogous theory on the Gorenstein property of the
fiber cone for general filtration. We show that the results obtained in [19] may
be generalized for the Hilbert filtration.

In this paper we extend the Theorem 15 and Theorem 33 in [4] for the good
filtration case. Moreover, we find for the Hilbert filtration case, Gorenstein
properties of the fiber cone and descriptions of its canonical module in terms
of ideals. We also see that the multiplicity of the canonical module of the fiber
cone is less than or equal to the multiplicity of the canonical module of the
associated graded ring even for Hilbert filtration and that if in addition, G(F)
is Gorenstein, the equality is true if only if I1 = m. The main results in this
section generalize the results in the section 3 of [19] to Hilbert filtration.
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2 Gorenstein Property of the Fiber Cone to

Filtrations

Throughout this section, (A,m) is a Noetherian local ring of dimension d with
an infinite residue field and F is a good filtration. Moreover we always suppose
that the fiber cone F (F) and the associated graded ring G(F) are Cohen-
Macaulay. If the dimension of the fiber cone is greater than zero, by [4, Lemma
3.1], In+1 ⊆ mIn for all n ≥ 0 and then F (F) = G(F)/mG(F). In this article
we assume this fact if A, and therefore F (F), has dimension zero. It is required
in the most of the results in this article such as the Proposition below. In [19],
Jayanthan and Nanduri obtain, for the I-adic filtration case, an expression for
the canonical module of the fiber cone. We verify this result remains true for
the case of a Hilbert filtration F.

Proposition 2.1. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F a Hilbert fil-
tration such that the associated graded ring G(F) is Cohen-Macaulay. Let
ωG(�) = ⊕n∈�ωn and ωF (�) be the canonical modules of G(F) and F (F) respec-
tively. Then

(1) ωF (�)
∼= ⊕n∈�(0 :ωn m);

(2) a(F (F)) = a(G(F)) = rJ(F)−d, where r := rJ(F) is the reduction number
of F with respect to J to any reduction minimal J ⊆ I1;

(3) a(F (F(k))) = [a(F (�))
k

] = [ r−d
k

] for any k ∈ N.

(4) if G(F) is Gorenstein,

ωF (�)
∼=
⊕
n∈�

(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ In+r−d

In+r−d+1
.

Proof. Firstly, note by [16, Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 3.8] that the a-
invariants of G(F), defined with support G(F)+ and M, are equal.

(1) By [1, Theorem 4.5.6], one has dimG(F) = d. Since I1 is an m-primary
ideal, dimF (I1) = d. By [16, Lemma 2.8], dimF (F) = dimF (I1). Thus
dimG(F) = dimF (F) = d. By hypothesis, G(F) is Cohen-Macaulay, so by
using [9, Corollary 36.14], we have

ωF (�)
∼= HomG(�)(F (F), ωG(�)).

It is easy to show that

HomG(�)(F (F), ωG(�)) ∼= (0 :ωG(�)
mG(F)) = (0 :ωG(�)

m) = ⊕n∈�(0 :ωn m).

The result follows.
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(2) By [1, Definition 3.6.13], a(F (F)) = −min{n|[ωF (�)]n 
= 0}. Since A/I1
is Artinian and ωn is a finite A/I1-module, it follows that ωn is Artinian. By
[18, Theorem A.33], ωn is a m/I1- torsion and by [18, Example A.9],

(0 :ωn m) = (0 :ωn m/I1) ⊆ ωn

is an essential extension. Thus

(0 :ωn m) 
= 0 if and only if ωn 
= 0. (2.1)

Therefore by (1), a(F (F)) = a(G(F)).
Through [1, Theorem 4.5.7], one has A is Cohen-Macaulay. Note also that

F is equimultiple since I1 is m-primary. As gradeG(F)+ = d, the hypothesis of
[16, Proposition 3.6] are satisfied and then the second equality follows.

(3) By [16, Corollary 4.6], G(F(k)) is Cohen-Macaulay. By [16, Theorem

4.4], a(G(F(k))) = [a(G(�))
k

]. Applying (2) to Veronesean filtration F(k), we have

a(F (F(k))) = a(G(F(k))) = [
a(G(F))

k
] = [

a(F (F))

k
] = [

r − d

k
].

(4) Let suppose that G(F) is Gorenstein. By [9, 36.13],

ωG(�)
∼= G(F)(a(G(F))) = G(F)(r − d).

That is ωn = In+r−d/In+r−d+1 for any n. By using the last fact and (1), we
have

ωF (�)
∼= ⊕n∈�(0 :ωn m) =

⊕
n∈�

(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ In+r−d

In+r−d+1

(
=
⊕

n≥d−r

(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ In+r−d

In+r−d+1

)
. (2.2)

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that A has dimension ≥ 2. If R(F) is Gorenstein,

ωF (�)
∼= ⊕n∈�(0 :ωn m) =

⊕
n∈�

(In−1 : m) ∩ In−2

In−1
.

That is, the canonical module ωF (�) does not depend on the dimension d and
the number reduction r.

Proof. Use [16, Corollary 3.11].

The Corollary below may be also view as a particular case of [19, Theorem
2.3].
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Corollary 2.3. Let F be an equimultiple good filtration. If G(F) is Cohen-
Macaulay then reg G(F) ≤ reg F (F). If in addition F (F) is Cohen-Macaulay,
then reg G(F) = r = reg F (F).

Proof. Use [23, Theorem 4.6] and [16, Proposition 3.6].

If the rings G(F) and F (F) are Cohen-Macaulay, we see that for any Hilbert
filtration, the regularities of ωG(�) and ωF (�) are equal. If in addition either
G(F) or F (F) is Gorenstein, the regularity of their canonical modules are equal
to the dimension of the base ring.

Corollary 2.4. If the rings G(F) and F (F) are Cohen-Macaulay, one has
reg ωG(�) = reg ωF (�). Furthermore, if either G(F) or F (F) is Gorenstein,
reg ωG(�) = reg ωF (�) = d.

Proof. The case d = 0 follows of some arguments in the proof for positive
dimension. Assume d > 0. By [22, Proposition 2.2] and hypothesis, we
get a minimal reduction J of F minimally generated by x1, ..., xd such that
x∗1, ..., x

∗
d ∈ G(F) and xo

1, ..., x
o
d ∈ F (F) are regular sequences. Then

F (F)/(xo
1, ..., x

o
d)

∼= F (F/(x1, ..., xd)) and G(F)/(x∗1, ..., x
∗
d)

∼= G(F/(x1, ..., xd)).

Then by [1, Corollary 3.6.14],

reg ωF (�) = reg(ωF (�)/J
oωF (�)) = regωF (�/J) + d

and the same for G(F), that is, reg ωG(�) = regωG(�/J) + d.
Since dimF (F/J) = 0 = dimG(F/J), regωF (�/J) = a(ωF (�/J)) and regωG(�/J) =

a(ωG(�/J)).
By applying the Proposition 2.1(1) to F/J , we have

ωF (�/J)
∼= ⊕n∈�(0 :[ωG(�/J)]n m).

Then by (2.1), we have [ωF (�/J)]n 
= 0 ⇔ [ωG(�/J)]n 
= 0 for all n. Hence
a(ωF (�/J)) = a(ωG(�/J)) so that reg ωG(�) = reg ωF (�).

Furthermore, if for example G(F) is Gorenstein, by [1, Proposition 3.6.11],
ωG(�)

∼= G(F)(r − d). Then

reg ωG(�) = reg G(F)(r − d) = reg G(F) − r + d.

Since G(F) is Cohen-Macaulay, by [16, Proposition 3.6], reg G(F) = r. Hence
we get reg ωG(�) = d. The result follows similarly if we suppose that F (F) is
Gorenstein.
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In the Corollary below we see other descriptions (in terms of quotient ideals)
of the canonical module of the fiber cone and the canonical module of the
associated graded ring.

Corollary 2.5. Let (A,m) be a Gorenstein Noetherian local ring such that
d > 0 and F a Hilbert filtration. Suppose that G(F) is Cohen-Macaulay. Then

ωG(�) =
⊕
n∈�

(Jn+r−d : Ir)

(Jn+r−d+1 : Ir)

and

ωF (�) =
⊕
n∈�

(Jn+r−d+1 : mIr) ∩ (Jn+r−d : Ir)

(Jn+r−d+1 : Ir)
.

Furthermore, F (F) is Gorenstein if and only if

(Jn+1 : mIr) ∩ (Jn : Ir)

(Jn+1 : Ir)
∼= In

mIn
,

for n ≥ 0.

Proof. Due to hypothesis in this Corollary, the hypothesis from [12] are also
satisfied and then

ωR′ (�) =
⊕
n∈�

(Jn+r : Ir)t
n+d−1.

By [1, Corollary 3.6.14],

ωG(�) = ωR′ (�)/(t−1)R′ (�)
∼= (ωR′ (�)/t

−1ωR′ (�))(−1).

Hence ωG(�) =
⊕

n∈�
(Jn+r−d:Ir)

(Jn+r−d+1:Ir)
.

Next we use the Proposition 2.1(1) to get

ωG(�) =
⊕

n∈�(0 :[ωG(�)]n m)

=
⊕

n∈�
(Jn+r−d+1:�Ir)∩(Jn+r−d:Ir)

(Jn+r−d+1:Ir)

Now suppose G(F) is Gorenstein. Then

ωF (�)
∼= F (F)(r − d) =

⊕
n∈�

In+r−d

mIn+r−d.

Comparing both the above graded isomorphism, we have

(Jn+1 : mIr) ∩ (Jn : Ir)

(Jn+1 : Ir)
∼= In

mIn
,

for n ≥ 0. The converse follows easily.
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose � = dimF (F) = 1 and let J = (a) be a minimal reduc-
tion of a good filtration F. Assume that I1 contains a regular element. Then
for all n and 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we have

λ(In/(mIn + an−iIi)) = μ(In) − μ(Ii) + λ((an−iIi ∩ mIn)/an−imIi).

Particularly,

λ(In/(mIn + aIn−1)) = μ(In) − μ(In−1) + λ((aIn−1 ∩ mIn)/amIn−1).

Proof. The assumption on I1 gives that a is regular. The exact sequence

0 → (an)/(mIn ∩ (an)) → In/mIn → In/(mIn + (an)) → 0

and the equality mIn ∩ (an) = anm (J is analytically independent in F) gives
λ(In/(mIn + (an))) = μ(In) − μ(Jn) = μ(In) − 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we have
the following exact sequences

0 → an−iIi/(a
n−iIi ∩ mIn) → In/mIn → In/(mIn + an−iIi) → 0,

0→ (an−iIi ∩ mIn)/an−imIi→an−iIi/a
n−imIi→an−iIi/(a

n−iIi ∩ mIn)→0.

We also have the isomorphism

an−iIi/a
n−imIi ∼= Ii/mIi,

since a is a regular element. The result follows due to the additivity of λ.

Notation 2.7. If a1, ..., ak ∈ A and F is a good filtration, we denote by I
(k)
n =

(In + (a1, ..., ak))/(a1, ..., ak) the n-th term of the filtration F/(a1, ..., ak) and
the quotient ring A/(a1, ..., ak−1) by Ak−1 .

Lemma 2.8. If a1, ..., ak ∈ I1 are such that a∗1, ..., a
∗
k ∈ G(F) and ao

1, ..., a
o
k ∈

F (F) are regular sequence, then

μ(I (k)
n ) =

k∑
i=0

(−1)i

(
k

i

)
μ(In−i).

Proof. The proof is done by using induction on k. It is easy to obtain (a1)∩In =
a1In−1 for all n ≥ 0. If k = 1, by the isomorphism theorem,

μ(I (1)
n ) = λ((In + (a1))/(mIn + (a1)) = λ(In/(mIn + a1In−1)).

Let consider the following natural exact sequence

0 → a1In−1/(a1In−1 ∩ mIn) → In/mIn → In/(mIn + a1In−1) → 0.
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From [4, Proposition 2.3(iii) and Theorem 2.8], we have a1In−1 ∩ mIn =
a1mIn−1. Moreover by [13, Proposition 3.5], a1 is a regular element. Then

a1In−1/a1mIn−1
∼= In−1/mIn−1. Thus by exact sequence above, μ(I

(1)
n ) =

μ(In) − μ(In−1).
Now suppose k > 1. Hence ak ∈ Ak−1, (ak)

∗ ∈ G(F/(a1, ..., ak−1)) and
(ak)

o ∈ F (F/(a1, ..., ak−1)) are regular elements. We know that the equality

μ(I
(k)
n ) = μ(I

(k−1)
n ) − μ(I

(k−1)
n−1 ) is true for k = 1. Then, by induction on k,

μ(I
(k)
n ) =

∑k−1
i=0 (−1)i

(
k−1

i

)
μ(In−i) −

∑k−1
i=0 (−1)i

(
k−1

i

)
μ(In−1−i)

=
∑k

i=0(−1)i
((

k−1
i

)
+
(

k−1
i−1

))
μ(In−i)

=
∑k

i=0(−1)i
(

k
i

)
μ(In−i)

The next lemma gives several characterizations of the Cohen-Macaulay
property of the fiber cone of dimension one to good filtration.

Lemma 2.9. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian Local ring and let F a good filtration
such that I1 contains a regular element, dimF (F) = 1 and r is its reduction
number. Then we have the following equivalent conditions:

(1) F (F) is Cohen-Macaulay;

(2) (0 :F (�) a
o) = 0 for any J = (a) ⊆ I1 minimal reduction of F;

(3) For any minimal reduction (a) of F, In∩(mIn+1 : a) = mIn, 1 ≤ n ≤ r−1;

(4) For any minimal reduction (a) of F, aIn ∩ mIn+1 = amIn, 1 ≤ n ≤ r − 1;

(5) For any minimal reduction (a) of F, λ(In/(mIn+aIn−1)) = μ(In)−μ(In−1),
1 ≤ n ≤ r.

Proof. The equivalences (1) ⇔ (2), (2) ⇔ (3) are easy to be found. The
sentences (3) and (4) follow by using the fact that a is regular in A, while (4)
⇔ (5) is provided by Lemma 2.6.

Lemma 2.10. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F a good filtration.
Suppose J = (a1..., ad)R is such that a1, ..., ad are part of a minimal generating
set for I1 and a∗1..., a

∗
d−1 is a G(F)-regular sequence. If JIn + (a1, ...ai)R =

In+1 + (a1, ...ai)R for 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, then JIn = In+1.

Proof. By using [16, Lemma 3.4] and induction on i, it is enough to prove the
case i = 1. If JIn + a1R = In+1 + a1R and z ∈ In+1, then z = w + a1x,
where w ∈ JIn and x ∈ R. Thus a1x = z − w ∈ In+1 so that x ∈ (In+1 : a1).
Since a∗1 ∈ G(F) is regular, we have (In+1 : a1) = In. Therefore x ∈ In so that
z ∈ JIn.
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In [6], Cortadellas and Zarzuela show under some assumptions that the
regularity of the fiber cone is equal to reduction number of a minimal reduction
J of I. We verify the same result for equimultiple good filtration.

Proposition 2.11. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and let F an equi-
multiple good filtration. Denote � = dimF (F) and assume gradeI1 = �,
gradeG(F)+ ≥ � − 1 and depthF (F) ≥ � − 1. Let J ⊆ I1 be a minimal
reduction of F and denote r = rJ(F), the reduction number of F with respect
to J . Then we have the following:

(1) reg F (F) = r;

(2) F (F) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if

λ(In/(mIn + JIn−1)) =

�∑
i=0

(−1)i

(
�

i

)
μ(In−i),

for 1 ≤ n ≤ r(F).

Proof. If � = 1 the results follow by [23, Lemma 4.2] and Lemma 2.9. Sup-
pose � > 1. Since grade I1 = � we may find a minimal reduction J =
(a1, ..., a�) of F such that a1, ..., a� ∈ A a regular sequence, a∗1, ..., a

∗
l−1 ∈

G(F) is a regular sequence and ao
1, ..., a

o
l−1 ∈ F (F) is a regular sequence.

As I1/(a1, ..., a�−1) ⊂ A/(a1, ..., a�−1) contains only one regular element and
besides dimF (F/(a1, ..., a�−1)) = 1 (see [22, Proposition 2.5]) and rJ(F) =
rJ/J�−1

(F/J�−1) (see above Lemma), we have that

reg F (F) = reg F (F)/(ao
1, ..., a

o
l−1) = reg F (F/J�−1) = r.

We have done (1).
By [1, Theorem 2.1.3] and the fact that

F (F/(a1, ..., a�−1)) ∼= F (F)/(ao
1, ..., a

o
l−1),

we have that F (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if F (F/(a1, ..., a�−1)) is
Cohen-Macaulay. Let denote by In = (In + J�−1)/J�−1 the n-th term of
F/(a1, ..., a�−1) and m�−1 = m/J�−1 ⊂ A/J�−1. By Theorem 2.9, the argu-
ment above is equivalent to

λ(In/m�−1In + a�In−1) = μ(In−1) − μ(In−1),

for 0 ≤ n ≤ r. By the isomorphism theorem and [13, Proposition 3.5], we have

In/m�−1In + a�In−1
∼= In/(mIn + alIn−1 + In ∩ (a1, ..., a�−1))

∼= In/(mIn + (a1, ..., a�)In−1).

By Lemma 2.8, μ(In−1) − μ(In−1) =
∑�

i=0(−1)i
(

�
i

)
μ(In−i). Then (2) follows.
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Notation 2.12. By [22, Proposition 2.2], we get a minimal reduction J =
(x1, ..., xd) of F such that x∗1, ..., x

∗
d ∈ G(F) and xo

1, ..., x
o
d ∈ F (F) are su-

perficial sequence. Denote Ji = (x1, ..., xi), J0 = 0 and J∗ = (x∗1, ..., x
∗
d),

Jo = (xo
1, ..., x

o
d).

Lemma 2.13. Suppose G(F) and F (F) are Cohen-Macaulay rings. Then
G(F) is Gorenstein if and only if G(F/Ji) is Gorenstein and F (F) is Goren-
stein if and only if F (F/Ji) is Gorenstein.

Proof. Let J = (x1, ..., xd) be a minimal reduction of F such that x∗1, ..., x
∗
d ∈

G(F) and xo
1, ..., x

o
d ∈ F (F) are superficial sequence. Since G(F) and F (F) are

Cohen-Macaulay rings, these sequences are also regular sequences ([13, Lemma
2.1]). Then for any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ d, G(F)/(x∗1, ..., x

∗
i )

∼= G(F/(x1, ..., xi))
and F (F)/(x∗1, ..., x

∗
i )

∼= F (F/(x1, ..., xi)) (see [16, Lemma 3.4] and [23, Lemma
4.5]). By [1, Proposition 3.1.19], the result follows.

The next Theorem gives, for Hilbert filtration, a characterization for fiber
cone to be Gorenstein ring. We make a change in the conditions involving the
lengths used in [19].

Theorem 2.14. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and J a minimal re-
duction of a Hilbert filtration F with reduction number r. Suppose G(F) is
Gorenstein and F (F) is Cohen-Macaulay. Therefore F (F) is Gorenstein if
and only if

λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
=

d∑
i=0

(−1)i

(
d

i

)
μ(In−i) and λ

(
(I1 : m)

I1

)
= 1,

for 1 ≤ n ≤ r.

Proof. Since G(F) and F (F) are Cohen-Macaulay, by [22, Proposition 2.2] and
[13, Lemma 2.1], we get a minimal reduction J generated by elements whose
the corresponding images form a regular sequence in G(F) and F (F). By
applying the Proposition 2.1 to F/J and by using the fact of dimF (F/J) = 0,
one can prove

ωF (�/J) =
⊕
n∈�

[
((In+r+1 + J) : m) ∩ In+r + J

In+r+1 + J

]
.

By the isomorphism theorem and the fact that J ∩ In = JIn−1 for all n, we
have

[ωF (�/J)]n−r
∼= ((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

. (2.3)
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If F (F) is Gorenstein, by Lemma 2.13, it follows that F (F/J) is also
Gorenstein, and then ωF (�/J) = F (F/J)(r). It is easy to check the equal-
ity [F (F/J)(r)]n−r = In/(mIn + JIn−1). Then by applying λ at (2.3) and at
the last equality, it gives

λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

mIn + JIn−1

)
,

for all n. By Proposition 2.11, we have the result desired.
For the converse, we again use the Proposition 2.11 to obtain that λ(((In+1+

J) : m) ∩ In)/(In+1 + JIn−1)) = λ(In/(mIn + JIn−1)), for 0 ≤ n ≤ r. Of
course this equality is true for all n since J is a reduction of F. Hence
by (2.3), λ([ωF (�/J)]n) = λ([F (F/J)(r)]n) for all n and then λ(ωF (�/J)) =
λ(F (F/J)(r)) = λ(F (F/J)). Let μ = μ(ωF (�/J)) be the minimal number
of generators of ωF (�/J). We may construct a natural surjective map ψ :
H → ωF (�/J) such that H is a free graded F (F/J)-module of rank μ. By
[9, Corollary 36.11], ωF (�/J) has finite injective dimension which is equal to
depth F (F/J) = dimF (F/J) = 0. This way, ωF (�/J) is an injective module
and consequently HomF (�/J)(−, ωF (�/J)) is an exact functor. Then we also have
a surjective map

ψ∗ : HomF (�/J)(ωF (�/J), ωF (�/J)) → HomF (�/J)(H,ωF (�/J)).

By [2, Theorem 13.3.4(ii)],

HomF (�/J)(ωF (�/J), ωF (�/J)) ∼= F (F/J).

Naturally

HomF (�/J)(H,ωF (�/J)) ∼=
⊕

μ

ωF (�/J).

We have gotten a surjective map F (F/J) →⊕
μ ωF (�/J). Hence

μ · λ(ωF (�/J)) = λ(
⊕

μ

ωF (�/J)) ≤ λ(F (F/J)).

This implies that μ = 1. By [1, Proposition 3.6.11], F (F/J) is Gorenstein, and
then by Lemma 2.13 the result follows.

Corollary 2.15. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and J a minimal re-
duction of a Hilbert filtration F. Suppose G(F) is Gorenstein and F (F) is
Cohen-Macaulay. Then F (F) is Gorenstein if and only if

μ(In) = λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JmIn−1

)

for 0 ≤ n ≤ r.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.14, we have

λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

mIn + JIn−1

)

for all n. Since

λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
− λ

(
In

((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

)

and

λ

(
In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

mIn + JIn−1

)
+ λ

(
mIn + JIn−1

In+1 + JIn−1

)
,

one can obtain

λ

(
mIn

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
= λ

(
mIn + JIn−1

In+1 + JIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

)
.

But

λ

(
mIn

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
= λ

(
In

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
− λ

(
In

mIn

)
so that

λ

(
In

mIn

)
= λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
.

For the converse, firstly note that

λ

(
In

mIn

)
= λ

(
mIn + JIn−1

mIn

)
+ λ

(
In

mIn + JIn−1

)

and

λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
= λ

(
In+1 + JIn−1

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
+λ

(
((In+1 + J) : m) ∩ In

In+1 + JIn−1

)
.

By [4, Proposition 3.7], one can conclude that

λ

(
mIn + JIn−1

mIn

)
= λ

(
In+1 + JIn−1

In+1 + JmIn−1

)
.

In [1, Theorem 4.5.7], it is proved that if G(F) is Gorenstein, so is A. But in
general, it does not occur for fiber cone: In [20, Example 6.3], it is shown that
if A = k[[t4, t5, t6, t7]], I = (t4, t5, t6) and J = (t4), then F (I) is Gorenstein.

In the Corollary 2.16, we see that if F is a Hilbert filtration and both G(F)
and F (F) are Gorenstein, then A/I1 is Gorenstein.
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Corollary 2.16. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F a Hilbert filtra-
tion. If both G(F) and F (F) are Gorenstein, then so is A/I1.

Proof. By Theorem 2.14, for n = 0, we have λ((I1 : m)/I1) = λ(A/m) = 1.
It implies that (I1 : m)/I1 ∼= A/m. By [18, Theorem 11.12], the result is
done.

In the article [20], the authors studied the Gorenstein property of fiber
cones of ideals of (almost) minimal multiplicity and Sally ideals. Now we will
use the Theorem 2.14 to obtain more results in these cases.

Let I be an m-primary ideal of a Cohen-Macaulay local ring. We recall
that I is said to be a Sally ideal if it satisfies the condition λ(I2/JI) = 1, for
any minimal reduction J of the ideal I. The ideal I is said to be of minimal
multiplicity (resp. of almost minimal multiplicity) if it is satisfies the equality
mI = mJ (resp. λ(mI/mJ) = 1).

Corollary 2.17. Suppose G(I) is Gorenstein and F (I) is Cohen-Macaulay.
If I is either a Sally ideal or an ideal of almost minimal multiplicity then F (I)
is Gorenstein if and only if

λ

(
((I2 + J) : m) ∩ I

I2 + J

)
= λ

(
I

mI + J

)
and R/I is Gorenstein.

Proof. If I is a Sally ideal, we have mIn ⊆ JIn−1 for n ≥ 2. If I is an ideal
of almost minimal multiplicity then mI2 ⊆ Jm. In both cases the equalities of
lengths in Theorem 2.14 are automatically satisfied for n ≥ 2.

Corollary 2.18. Suppose G(I) is Gorenstein and F (I) is Cohen-Macaulay.
If I is an ideal of minimal multiplicity then F (I) is Gorenstein if and only if
R/I is Gorenstein.

Proof. Since mI = mJ , the result follows from Theorem 2.14.

Since ωF (�) is a F (F)-module, we may ask if it is also an ideal of F (F).
Under certain assumptions, this result may be obtained.

Corollary 2.19. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F a Hilbert filtra-
tion. Assume that G(F) is Gorenstein, F (F) is Cohen-Macaulay and A/I1 is
Gorenstein. If we suppose that (In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ mIn+r−d = In+r−d+1 for all
n ≥ d− r + 1, ωF (�) is a submodule of F (F).

Proof. By hypothesis, In+1 ⊆ mIn for any n. Then there is a natural map

ψn :
(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ In+r−d

In+r−d+1

→ In+r−d

mIn+r−d
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for n ≥ d− r, where

Ker ψn =
(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ mIn+r−d

In+r−d+1
.

By (2.2), it gives a natural F (F)-linear map

ψ : ωF (�) → F (F).

Since A/I1 is Gorenstein, by using [18, Theorem 11.12 (3)], Soc(A/I1) = (I1 :
m)/I1 ∼= A/m, which gives Ker ψd−r = 0. Then by last hypothesis,

ker ψ =
⊕

n≥d−r

(In+r−d+1 : m) ∩ mIn+r−d

In+r−d+1

= 0.

The result is concluded.

In [19], it is showed that e0(ωF (�)) < e0(ωG(�)) unless I = m. For Hilbert
filtration the result is similar.

Proposition 2.20. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring and F a Hilbert fil-
tration such that G(F) and F (F) are Cohen-Macaulay. Then

e0(ωF (�)) ≤ e0(ωG(�)).

In addition, if G(F) is Gorenstein, we have the equality if and only if I1 = m.

Proof. Proposition 2.1 gives that ωF (�) ⊆ ωG(�). By additivity of e0,

e0(ωF (�)) ≤ e0(ωG(�)).

By hypothesis and the properties of canonical module we may find a mini-
mal reduction J = x1, ..., xd of F such that x∗1, ..., x

∗
d ∈ G(F) are regular se-

quence and ωG(�)-regular sequence and xo
1, ..., x

o
d ∈ F (F) are regular sequence

and ωF (�)-regular sequence. By [16, Remark 4.1.11] and using the fact that
dimF (F) = 0 and dimG(F) = 0, we have

e0(ωG(�)) = e0(ωG(�/J)) = λ(G(F/J))

and
e0(ωF (�)) = e0(ωF (�/J)) = λ(F (F/J)).

If e0(ωG(�)) = e0(ωF (�)) , then λ(ωF (�/J)) = λ(ωG(�/J)). By Proposition
2.1, we have ωF (�/J) ⊆ ωG(�/J), and hence ωF (�/J) = ωG(�/J). Since G(F/J)
is Gorenstein and by using the isomorphism (2.3), we get (I1 : m)/I1 = A/I1
which means I1 = m.

The converse follows trivially, since from assumption In+1 ⊆ mIn, it is easy
to conclude that in this case F = (mn)n≥0.
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